Workflows are modeled as hierarchically structured directed acyclic graphs in which vertices represent computational tasks, referred to as requests, and edges represent precedent constraints among requests. Associated with each workflow is a deadline that defines the time by which all computations of a workflow should be complete. Workflows are submitted by numerous clients to a scheduler that assigns workflow requests to a cloud of memory managed multicore machines for execution. A cost function is assumed to be associated with each workflow, which maps values of relative workflow tardiness to corresponding cost function values. A novel cost-minimizing scheduling framework is introduced to schedule requests of workflows so as to minimize the sum of cost function values for all workflows. The utility of the proposed scheduler is compared to another previously known scheduling policy.
Introduction
The service-oriented architecture (SOA) framework is a viable approach to cloud computing in which computational requirements of a user are represented by basic service requests. In this framework, the computational requirements of a user are modeled as a workflow graph (WFG), which is a directed and acyclic graph that defines precedence constraints among service requests required by the user. WFGs can vary greatly in size and structure. For example, a small WFG may contain just a few requests (i.e., vertices) while a large WFG may contain thousands of requests. Regarding structure, at one extreme a WFG may represent a single chain of requests in which no two requests may be executed in parallel. At another extreme, the structure of a WFG may contain numerous independent chains of requests in which requests belonging to distinct chains may be executed in parallel.
For the purposes of this paper, the SOA is supported by a collection of memory-managed multicore machines. Each machine supports one or more services, and associated with each service are a number of supporting operations. A service request involves the execution of an operation provided by a service. Each multicore machine in the assumed platform can concurrently execute multiple service requests because each request is executed as an independent thread on the machine. The instantaneous performance efficiency of each machine is assumed to depend on an aggregate measure of CPU loading and heap memory loading of all requests executing on the machine. An efficiency-based performance model for memory-managed multicore machines is adopted in this paper.
In the framework considered here, WFGs are assumed to be submitted by multiple clients to a scheduler. Associated with each submitted WFG is a deadline that defines the time by which all requests of the WFG should complete execution. A cost function is assumed to be associated with each workflow, which maps values of workflow tardiness to corresponding cost function values. A novel costminimizing scheduling approach is introduced to schedule requests of workflows so as to minimize the sum of cost function values for all workflows.
The remainder of the paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 includes an overview of related work. Section 3 describes the assumed cloud environment, including models and descriptions for the workflow graphs and the machines that support the cloud's SOA. Section 4 describes the new costminimizing scheduler. Section 5 provides the results of simulation studies, followed by concluding remarks in the final section.
Background and Related Work
Previous related work is reviewed in three broad areas: (1) machine modeling and simulation environments; (2) automatic memory management; and (3) scheduling and load balancing.
Considerable work has been published related to modeling of machines in distributed environments. Much of the past research in this area has focused on modeling and predicting CPU performance, e.g., [1, 2] . The machine model described in the present paper (refer to Section 3.3) relies on assumed knowledge of the characteristics of the requests (i.e., computational tasks); it is similar in a sense to the SPAP approach proposed in [1].
In memory managed systems, the effect of long and/or frequent garbage collections can lead to undesirable -and difficult to predict -degradations in system performance. Garbage collection tuning, and predicting the impact of garbage collections on system performance, are important and growing areas of research, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . To estimate the overhead associated with various garbage collectors, experiments were designed and conducted in [4, 5] to compare the performance associated with executing an application assuming automatic memory management versus explicit memory management. The machine model proposed here accounts for the overhead associated with automatic memory management.
Formulations of realistic scheduling problems are typically found to be NPcomplete, hence heuristic scheduling policies are generally employed to provide acceptable scheduling solutions, e.g., refer to [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . The scheduling evaluations conducted in the present paper account for the impact that garbage collection has on a machine's performance. Examples of other memory-aware scheduling approaches are described in [7, 13] .
Load balancing involves techniques for allocating workload to available machine(s) in a distributed system as a means of improving overall system performance. Examples of both centralized and distributed load balancing approaches
